OzRunways V4
Terrain and Airspace
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Terrain & Airspace Overview
•
•
•
•
•

Load some terrain data for your area
Select a plan and segment
View terrain on mini display
Select Terrain & Airspace from Tools menu
View terrain and airspace on larger (‘permanent’)
display
• Terrain is downloaded ‘on demand’ as you make plans
but it is prudent to download the terrain for the areas
you wish to fly in to avoid costly (and potentially
unreliable) mobile data downloads
• The airspace regions of interest have to be selected
but are downloaded automatically.
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Loading Terrain Manually

3. Select the Region

2. Then select Downloads

1. Select Settings
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Loading Terrain Manually

Scroll to the bottom and select the
terrain desired.
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Displaying Terrain from Plan Popup
Tap the
Terrain
button

Select a
segment by
tapping on
the blue
lettering
The terrain and flight path
are displayed. The terrain is
the wiggly brown line. The
flight path is the orange or
green line

First select a Plan by tapping on the Plan button. If the plan is
not the one you want tap on Plans and then select the one
you want.
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Terrain and Airspace
• There is a dedicated display that can be accessed
that allows display of both terrain and airspace
• In planning mode it may be used to guide one
through airspace
• During flight mode it may be used for situational
awareness of both impending terrain and airspace,
although it should only be used as a aid. Visual
navigation should be carried as per regulations.
This is not a certified device and hence should not
be relied upon as a sole source of navigation data.
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Terrain & Airspace Display
A tap on a
displayed
segment will
bring that
segment up in
the Terrain
display.

To get this view tap Tools then
Terrain & Airspace

If you have previously selected a segment, it will
display as shown. If you see nothing, select a plan
then segment to get terrain to show up. Apart from
terrain you will also see the airspace for the
segment. We’ll see how to set airspace later 7

Terrain Gestures

One finger drag up or down scales the segment altitude.
The plot shows TOC, TOD and other data for the segment.
The vertical scale is auto-scaled dependent on the altitude of the segment.
Over 10,000’ are shown as flight levels.
A short tap on a segment of a displayed plan will bring that segment up in the
Terrain & Airspace Display.
A double tap brings up ‘Segment Mode’ – see next slide.
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‘Segment Mode’

The double tap toggles in and out of ‘Segment mode’. Rather than showing individual
legs (i.e. between each waypoint), the Terrain Display shows a complete segment from
takeoff to landing. The leg of interest is highlighted in yellow and you can still advance
and retard legs (i.e. select) by a single finger left/right swipe. Once selected it will be
highlighted in yellow, you can swipe up or down to increase or decrease that leg’s
altitude. Wind vectors are shown for each leg. See the next page for a description of
wind vectors.
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Wind Vectors

Wind vectors are colour coded – red for a headwind, green for a tailwind with speed
barbs to indicate the estimated headwind. Long barbs represent 10kts and smaller barbs
indicated the units. So in the picture above the top headwind vector represents about 14
knots. The wind is calculated from the ARFOR for the starting AD/ALA in the leg. If you
want more fine grained wind estimates enter more ‘flyover’ waypoints.
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Terrain Own Position

Tapping on segment
will show position on
terrain display.
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No Terrain
If you haven’t preloaded the terrain
for a particular area you will see
the message “Load Terrain” in the
terrain view. Go to the downloads
area and download the required
terrain. You may see partial terrain
for the areas you have already
loaded. Although the terrain will
load on demand, it is better to
preload your terrain before flying
any particular path and not be
dependent on the mobile network.
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Terrain In Front
• When you ‘Go Fly’ the terrain display
shows you the terrain and airspace in front
of you
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Terrain/Airspace in Front
Your aircraft’s altitude is displayed
as a horizontal line across the
terrain display. It is colour coded.
Red if you are less than 500’
above the terrain in front, Orange
if less than 1360’ above the
terrain, green otherwise.
The display of airspace is controlled
under the ‘COGs’ menu button.
Usually, CTA, CTR and PRD are of
interest.
Your altitude (see above for colour)
Airspace in front (lightly shaded areas –
tap for description)
Terrain in front (solid brown or blue for
14
water)

Airspace Selection

To select which airspace is displayed, tap COGs, then Airspace, then select the
types of airspace you wish to have displayed. Usually, CTA, CTR and PRD are
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sufficient.

Terrain/Airspace

Swipe sideways with one finger to
increase or decrease range.
Left to increase. 12.5->25->50nm
Right to decrease. 50->25->12.5nm
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Airspace

Tap on the airspace in the terrain Display and it shows up on the map and is
designated on the terrain display. A gray cross will indicate which area is being
displayed. Tap in a blank area to deselect or tap on another area to determine
that area. If you tap at your aircrafts altitude and say 5nm ahead the display
will update with airspace of interest as you progress.
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Airspace

Double tap on the map will bring up a list of airspace under the double tap.
Tap on the airspace of interest and it is highlighted. Double tap or single
tap on the map anywhere to deselect the airspace.
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Conclusion
• The Terrain & Airspace view can greatly
aid planning
• It also can be of use in situational
awareness while flying.
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